Hi Mo,

Thanks for the additional input earlier, I believe these revisions are consistent with the current draft language while modifying to improve the intent and clarity that Eric Stafford suggested.

Please let me know if you agree, and again we’ll briefly present, if necessary, on April 7.

Matt
IRC

R703.14 Polypropylene siding. Polypropylene siding shall be certified and labeled as conforming to the requirements of ASTM D7254 and those of section R703.14.3 by an approved quality control agency. In addition, polypropylene siding shall conform to the fire separation distance requirements of Section R703.14.2 or R703.14.3 (F7711).

IBC

1404.12 Polypropylene siding. Polypropylene siding shall be certified and labeled as conforming to the requirements of ASTM D7254 and those of Section 1404.12.1 or 1404.12.2 by an approved quality control agency. In addition, polypropylene siding shall conform to the fire separation distance requirements of Section 1404.12.1 or 1404.12.2. .... [balance of section remains the same]